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ABSTRACT
This study tests the trade-off and pecking order theories about the dividend and
debt decisions for stock firms. The decision of a firm to use debt to finance
investment opportunities is important since the firm 's choice between debt or
equity determines the optimal capital structure. Under the trade-off theory, there
is some optimal balance between debt and equity, and the firm will use debt until
the cost of taking on more debt is more expensive than the cost of issuing equity.
The firm uses internal funds first under the pecking order theory, and then if
more financing is needed, the firm will use debt, then equity. Using Ordinary
Least Squares (OLS) Regression, this study tests the effects of selected financial
variables on the debt and dividend decisions for samples of firms screened
through Yahoo! Stock Screener. As anticipated, profitability and growth relate
positively to the debt decision in support the trade-off theory. In support of the
pecking order view, only the growth variable related positively with the debt
decision. Results for size, risk, and dividend payout opposed both theories. For
the dividend decision study, variable results for operating margin, beta, and the
current ratio support both the trade-off and pecking order theories while results
for sales growth, market cap, debt ratio, insider ownership and institutional
ownership do not support either theory. Profitability related positively and risk
Also, firms with higher
and liquidity negatively to the dividend decision.
liquidity support lower dividend payout.

INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this research study is to test the trade-off (TO) and pecking order
(PO) theories about dividend and debt decisions for stock firms. Specifically, do
more profitable firms with greater investment opportunity have more or less
financial leverage? Also, do more profitable firms with greater investment
oppottunity have higher or lower dividend payout?
The decision of a firm to use debt to finance investment oppo1tunities is
important since the firm's choice between debt or equity determines its optimal

capital structure. The issuance of dividends is an issue that stockholders in
particular are interested in, since this may change their decision to buy or sell a
firm's stock. The two most common models for the explanation of a firm's
strategy with their debt are the pecking order theory and the trade-off theory. For
dividend payout, pecking order and trade-off models also make predictions that
explain how managers determine dividend policy decisions.

LITERATURE REVIEW

The Debt Decision: The pecking order theory is based on a firm's net cash flows
and weighs the cost of issuing new stock against the cost of issuing debt. Under
this theory, a firm would rather use internal funds than external, which gives the
manager more leverage in making decisions since he/she would not have to get
approval from external stakeholders. With the pecking order theory, a firm
finances its investments through retained • earnings until these funds are
insufficient for investments. Debt is the next choice for financing a project and
then, if under duress, equity. The firm will use low-risk debt first, then high-risk
before issuing new common stock. Many times, rapidly growing companies use
alternatives to retained earnings and depreciation since these sources provide
insufficient funds.
The trade-off theory for a firm's leverage is based on a balance between debt and
equity that maximizes stockholder wealth. Debt interest is tax-deductible, which
is seen as an advantage over the costs of issuing equity since the after-tax cost of
debt is lower than its pre-tax cost. However, there are also drawbacks with the
use of debt. With most investments being financed through debt, if profitability
decreases, there is a chance that a company will fall into bankruptcy and not be
able to honor their obligations. Also, trade-off theory supports an optimal degree
of leverage or capital structure where the cost of taking on more debt becomes
more expensive than the cost of issuing new common equity.
The Dividend Decision: The Modigliani-Miller (MM) Dividend Irrelevancy
Theorem determines that dividend policy is based on which portion of cash
earnings should be reinvested in the firm and which should be paid out to
investors as dividends (Bacon and Kania 1). There are negative aspects to paying
out dividends which include tax costs, agency costs, opportunity costs of
reinvestment, the insolvency rule, and the fact that dividend policy is limited by
legal constraints. The behavioral reasons for dividends include market
imperfections (agency costs, tax costs) and the fact that risk-averse investors
prefer the predictability of dividends over reinvesting the funds in the firm
(Bacon and Kania 2).
According to Myers and the pecking order model dividends are sticky, or not
flexible, in the short-term for unknown reason (Fama and French 4). Also, firms
with high leverage, high current and expected investments, and less profitable
assets find dividends less attractive. More profitable firms pay out dividends with

,

more earnings. The trade-off theory finds that dividend payout and leverage are
positively related to profitability, and the more investments a firm has, the lower
the target payout for dividends (Fama and French 11). To control the agency
problem caused by free cash flows, profitable firms have more of a need for
dividends (Fama and French 13). Firms that do not pay dividends "primarily use
debt to absorb short-term variation in earnings and investment" (Fama and
French 30).
Long-run Financial Targets: A firm's behavior is based on partial adjustment
to their long run financial targets. Variables that affect the speeds of adjustment
to the firm's target for debt or dividend payout include firm size, interest rate
conditions, as well as stock price levels (Jalilvand 127). Under this theory, if a
firm sets target payout and debt ratios, market imperfections may affect the long
run targets with influence from "corporate and personal taxes, bankruptcy costs
and agency related costs" (Jalilvand 128). Jalilvand also concludes that there is
interdependence among financial decisions of the firm caused by market
imperfections (142). The firm may follow partial adjustment of the targets set,
but they do not adjust completely to long run targets due to the adjustment costs
of constraints. One reason that a firm may deviate in the short run from their long
run targets is the timing considerations that occur with the conditions of the
capital market (128). When a firm must finance investments with a large amount
of external capital, the firm may take on more long term debt than anticipated
since "debt financing is more quickly adjusted than another financing source"
like the issuance of additional equity (131). If the firm believes that in the future,
long run interest rates with increase, the firm may issue more long term debt
now. This would cause a temporary cache of liquid assets and less use of shoti
term debt in order to take advantage of the lower interest rate (I 31). Likewise, if
expected long run interest rates were to decrease in the future, the firm would
increase the use of external equity financing and short term debt, while
postponing the issuance of long term debt (I 42).

OTHER PREVIOUS RESEARCH

Previous studies have shown support for both pecking order and trade-off
theorems. Evidence found to suppo1i the pecking order theory shows a negative
relationship between profitability and the use of debt. Contrary to the pecking
order, the same study showed high growth firms reduce their debt ratio by
funding with common equity capital. Trade-off theory was supported by the
negative relationship between risk and financial leverage, but findings that
revealed a negative relationship between the use of debt and profitability
contradict the trade-off theory (Bacon and Bacon 7).
Another study, using the FM approach (Fama and MacBeth), supported both the
trade-off theory as well as the pecking order theory with strong evidence that
firms with more investments have less market leverage. These two theories were
also supported by results showing that large firms with less volatile earnings and

net cash flows have a "negative effect of volatility on the payout ratio" (Fama
and French 29). With this study, pecking order was better supported than the
trade-off model since leverage regressions had shown that the firms with less
book and market leverage are those that are profitable. This evidence also goes
against the trade-off model. It seems the biggest challenge in the development of
results for these models is the collinearity problem with several of the
independent factors and their relationships with target payout or leverage (Fama
and French 29). There are also auto correlated variations in net cash flows which
become a problem when reading results.
It is controversial whether there is a positive correlation between dividend yield
and expected returns; although some studies have found that the higher a firm's
expected return is, the higher the dividend yield. Rapidly growing firms will
encounter lower dividend payout rates in order to retain more of their earnings to
reinvest in the firm while the firm has many current and future investments. Also,
the larger the firm is, the more likely the company will pay higher dividends
(Bacon and Kania 4).
The OLS regression has been commonly used to examine the dividend decision
and in some studies, has supported that "the higher the firm's risk, the lower is its
payout ratio." In the same study, multivariate regression analysis was used and
found that dividend payout ratio relates negatively to "profitability (return on
equity), growth (sales growth), risk (beta), liquidity ( current ratio), control
(insider ownership), and expansion (growth in capital spending)." Profitability
growth and dividend payout have a positive relationship, which was
hypothesized in the study (Bacon and Kania 5).
Overall, the pecking order and trade-off theory have both been supported by
previous studies, although more evidence supports pecking order over the trade
off theory. For dividends, firms with more investments as well as those who are
experiencing rapid growth prefer to reinvest funds in the firm instead of paying
out higher dividends. The more profitable a firm is, the greater the likelihood that
they will have higher dividend payout ratios.

SAMPLE SELECTION AND METHODOLOGY

This study empirically analyzed data from 849 stocks for the debt decision, and
788 stocks for the dividend decision to examine the impact of key financial
variables, deemed important in the finance literature, on both the debt decision
and dividend decision using the OLS regression model. Samples of publicly
traded firms were created using the power-screening tool from Yahoo! Stock
Screener. Yahoo! Stock Screener is part of the search engine Yahoo.com, and
provides fundamental financial information on thousands of publicly traded
firms. We observed the data for all firms in the selected samples for the third
quarter, 2008. For both models, only those firms with positive dividend payout
were examined. To analyze the determinants of the debt and dividend decisions,

a series of multivariate regression models will be run on the stock sample.
Variables for each of the factors in the models were selected from previous
studies. Variables, definitions, and hypotheses are summarized for the debt and
dividend decisions in Tables I and 2, respectively. For the debt and dividend
models the general tests and hypotheses follow:
DEBT DECISION = f (profitability, investment opportunity, dividend payout,
growth, risk, fixed assets, size). The study proposes the following null and
alternate hypotheses for the debt decision:
HOdeht: There is no significant relationship between the debt ratio and the
independent variables to include, profitability, investment opportunity, dividend
payout, growth, risk, fixed assets, and size.
Hldebt: There is a significant positive relationship between the debt ratio and
profitability, investment oppo1tunity, dividend payout, growth, risk, fixed assets,
and size.
H2deht: There is a significant negative relationship between the debt ratio and
profitability, investment opportunity, dividend payout, growth, risk, fixed assets,
and size.
..
Ta bl e 1 : Varia
. bl es an dHLypoth eses fior D e bt D ec1s10n
FACTOR
VARIABLE DEFINITIONS
N

FI ANCIAL
LEVERAGE
PROFITABILITY
SIZE

DEBT
RATIO
OPERA.
MARGIN
MARKET
CAP
SALES
GROWTH

TOTAL DEBT/
TOTAL ASSETS
OPERATING INCOME
TO NET SALES
SHARE PRICE X NO.
OUSTD. SHARES
Compounded growth
rate of Sales Pl.)r Share
over last year

RISK

BETA

DIVIDEND
PAYOUT

DIV. PAYOUT RATIO

Slope of the 60 month
r(;gre<;Sion line relative
to the percentage price
change of the S&P 500
DIVIDEND/BPS

GROWTH

HYPOTH.
SIGN
DEPENDENT
VARIABLE
TO (+)
PO (-)
(TO) (+)
(PO) (+)
(PO) (+)
(TO) (+)
(TO) (-)
(PO) (+/-)
(PO) (-)
(TO) (-)

DIVIDEND DECISION= f (profitability, investment opportunity, growth, risk,
fixed assets, size, liquidity, financial leverage, insider ownership, institutional
influence). The study proposes the following null and alternate hypotheses for
the dividend decision:
HOdiv: There is no significant relationship between the dividend decision and the
independent variables to include profitability, investment opportunity, growth,

risk, fixed assets, size, liquidity, financial leverage, insider ownership,
institutional influence.
Hl t1;v: There is a significant positive relationship between the dividend decision
and profitability, investment opportunity, growth, risk, fixed assets, size,
liquidity, financial leverage, insider ownership, institutional influence.
H2d ;v: There is a significant negative relationship between the dividend decision
and profitability, investment opportunity, growth, risk, fixed assets, size,
liquidity, financial leverage, insider ownership, institutional influence.
..
Ta bl e 2 : Varia
. bles andHLYPO th eses tor o·IVI'dend D ec1s1on
DEFINITIONS
VARIABLES
FACTOR
HYPOTH. SIGN
DIVIDEND PER
DEPENDENT
DIVIDEND
DIVIDEND
SH. TO EPS
VARIABLE
PAYOUT
DECISION
(PO) (+)
OPERA. INCOME
OPERATING
TO NET SALES
(TO) (+)
PROFITABILITY MARGIN
Compounded
SALES
(P 0) (-)
GROWTH
growth rate of Sales
(TO) (-)
GROWTH
Per Share last y�ar
Slope of 60 mo.
RISK
BETA
(P O) (-)
regression I ine rel.
(TO) (-)
to % price change of
S&P 500
SIZE

MARKET CAP

LIQUIDITY

CURRENT
RATIO

FINANCIAL
LEVERAGE
INSIDER
OWNERSHIP
INST.
INFLUENCE

DEBT RATIO
INSIDER
OWNERSHIP
INST.
OWNERSHIP

SH. PR.XNo.
OUTSTD. SHARES
(BILLIONS)
CUR. ASSETS TO
TOTAL ASSETS

(TO) (+)
(PO) (+)

TOTAL DEBT/
TOTAL ASSETS
% SHARES OWN
BY INSIDERS
%SHARES OWN
BY IN<;TJTUTION<;

(TO) (-)
(PO) (-)
(TO) (-)
(PO) (-)
(PO) (+)
(TO) (+)

(TO) (-)
(PO) (-)

QUANTITATIVE TESTS AND FINDINGS
Table 3 summarizes the regression results for the debt decision analysis. The
regression analysis for the debt decision indicates that the following variables
related positively to the debt decision as hypothesized and are significant at the
I%: profitability and growth. There was an unanticipated positive relation
between the debt decision and dividend payout as well as risk, although these
results were noted as insignificant. There was also an unexpected negative
relationship between the debt decision and size of the firm, which is significant at

the 1 %. Out of the five variables that were tested against the debt ratio, only two
variables proved to be in line with the hypothesis of either the trade-off theory or
the pecking order theory. Three of the variables that were tested showed
unexpected results, although only one of these variables proved to be significant.
e t ec1s1on
"
ts orDbD
T able 3 : Regress10n Resu lf
BETA COEF.
HYPOTH. SIGN
VARIABLES
FACTOR
DEPENDENT
DEBT RATIO
FINANCIAL
NA
VARIABLE
LEVERAGE
(TO)(+) (PO) (-)
PROFITABILITY OPERAMGN +0.001668***
(PO)(+) (TO) (+)
-0.00093***
MKTCAP
SIZE
(PO)(+)(TO) (+)
+0.000812***
SALES GR.
GROWTH
(TO)(-)(PO)(+/-)
+0.011217
BETA
RISK
(PO)(-)(TO) (-)
DIV.PAYOUT +0.003278
DIV. PAYOUT
.060145
R square
F statistic
10.78941
N
849
.
Sign. at 1 % level, Sig. at 5% level, Sig. at 10% level

...

..

.

The results for the beta coefficient are based off individual regressions done for
each independent variable, as well as correlations between all the independent
variables. A common problem with multiple regression analysis arises when the
potential for collinearity among the selected independent variables or
multicollinearity exists. To check for the presence of multicollinearity, we
follow the process offered by Canavos (1984) that is, employ large samples of
firms and test for collinearity among independent variables with a correlation
matrix as shown in Table 4. According to Mason and Lind (1996, p. 541), "A
common rule of thumb is that correlations among independent variables from
negative .70 to positive .70 do not cause problems." As shown in Table 4 for the
debt decision variables and in Table 6 for the dividend study variables, none of
the selected independent variables for the regressions were shown to be highly
correlated since all were within the -0.70 to + 0.70 guidelines. Therefore, we
control for the problem of multicollinearity.

Table 4: Correlation Results for Debt Decision

Debt
Ratio

Mkt
Cap

Div
Payout

Operating
Margin

Sales
Growth

Beta

Debt Ratio
Mkt Cap

- 0.098

Div Payout

0.0332

0.0046

Opera.Mgn

0.1638

-0.003

0.078539

Sales Growth

0.1843

-0.040

-0.08813

0.2124236

Beta

0.0298

-0.096

-0.06552

0.0804166

0.0757314

Table 5 summarizes the regression results for the dividend decision analysis.
The regression analysis for the dividend decision indicates that the following
variables relate negatively to the dividend payout ratio as hypothesized, and are
significant at the I%: risk and liquidity. The size of the firm related negatively to
the dividend payout ratio at a significance of 5%, which was an unanticipated
result. Also, institutional influence related negatively with the payout ratio,
which is an unanticipated result with 1 % significance. The dividend payout ratio
related positively as hypothesized with the firm's profitability, with the results
significant at the 1 %. However, the following variables related positively with
the dividend payout ratio at a significance of 1%, resulting in unanticipated
findings: growth, financial leverage, and insider ownership. Out of the eight
variables tested against the dividend decision, three of the variables had
hypothesized results at the 1 % significance. Five of the variables that were tested
showed unanticipated results.

..
Table 5: R ee:ress10n Resu1ts £or D'IVI"d end D ec1s10n
BETA COEF.
VARIABLES
FACTOR
DIVIDEND
DIVIDEND
NA
PAYOUT
DECISION
+0.004921***
PROFITABILITY OPERA.MGN.
GROWTH
SALES GR.
+0.003713***
-0.1435***
BETA
RISK
-0.00214**
MARKET CAP
SIZE
-0.06382***
LIQUIDITY
CURRENT RAT.
+0.736004***
DEBT RATIO
FINAN. LEV.

HYPOTH. SIGN
DEPENDENT
VARIABLE
(PO)(+)(TO)(+)
(PO)(-)(TO) (-)
(PO)(-)(TO) (-)
(PO)(+)(TO)(+)
(PO)(-)(TO) (-)
(PO)(-)(TO) (-)

INST. INFLU.
R square
F statistic
N
Sig. at l % level·

...

+0.005526***

INSIDER OWN.

INSIDER OWN.

..

-0.00605***
INST. OWN.
0.153525
17.66084
788
.
Sig. at 5% level, Sig. at l 0% level

(PO)(-)(TO) (-)
(PO)(+)(TO)(+)

.

Table 6: Correlation Results for Dividend Decision
Sales Held Curr Held Debt BeMkt
Op.
Jnsid Ratio Inst.
Rat
ta
Cap_ CB2 MWl
Gr.
Mkt
1
Cap
Op.Mgn
Sales
Growth
Held
Insiders
Current
Ratio
Held
Inst.
Debt
Ratio
Beta
Div
Payout

Pl
0

0.05445
0.04472

0.095

-0.1947

-0.04

0.133

-0.1237

0.013

-0.08

0.031

-0.1507

-0.11

-0.21

-0.33

0.128

-0.0335

-0.01

0.120

-0.01

0.040

0.00

l

-0.0454

0.002

0.173 0.020

0.063

-0.1

0.90

-0.0773

0.130

0.109 0.173

-0.12

-0.3

-0. l

0.0

CONCLUSION

This study empirically analyzed data from 849 firms for the debt decision, and
788 stocks for the dividend decision to compare the impact of selected variables
on both the debt and dividend decisions using the OLS regression model.
For the debt decision analysis, as anticipated from previous research, profitability
and growth both support the trade-off theory, with the results from the growth of
the firm also correlating as hypothesized with the pecking order theory.
However, results for size, risk, and dividend payout opposed previous research
for both theories. Thus, in this study more profitable firms take on more debt
than equity. This finding contradicts the pecking order view that the more
profitable a firm is, the less debt the firm will use. Also, results for the growth

variable concur with both theories. Higher growth finns resort to more debt from
external sources to finance their investment opportunities.
For the dividend decision study, variable results for operating margin, beta, and
current ratio all support of both the trade-off and pecking order theories.
However, the results for sales growth, market cap, debt ratio, insider ownership
and institutional ownership were all unanticipated and do not support either
theory. As predicted by both theories, profitability related positively and risk and
liquidity negatively to the dividend decision. The more profitable the firm the
higher the dividends and the greater the risk the firm takes on, the less the firm
pays out dividends. Also, when the firm has high liquidity ratios, the firm
experiences a lower dividend payout.
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